Winona Sullivan (1943-2004) was a native of New York. Mrs. Sullivan was awarded a BA in political science from Manhattan College and a MA in Education from New York University. She worked as a fashion model then studied Russian at the University of Leningrad before writing a letter to the CIA, asking if she could join them. She spent two years with the CIA, working as a Russian intelligence analyst. In 1993, the Sullivans moved to Miami, where Mrs. Sullivan taught creative writing at the University of Miami. Mrs. Sullivan also taught English at Florida International University and City College, and Archbishop Carroll High School.

**Book List**

- Saving Death (2000)
- Death’s a Beach (1998)
- Dead South (1996)
- A Sudden Death at the Norfolk Cafe (1993)

See [Winona Sullivan books](http://floridaauthors.wikifoundry.com/page/Winona+Sullivan) with a Florida setting.
See also [It Takes Place in Florida: Mystery](http://floridaauthors.wikifoundry.com/page/Winona+Sullivan).

Search [Worldcat](http://floridaauthors.wikifoundry.com/page/Winona+Sullivan) for availability of books at your local library.
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